
Teacher Name ASA title. Week Grade Max No. A brief description of ASA Room No.

Sun Lu Chinese
painting/calligraphy Tuesday PK3-PK4 8 Introduce Chinese culture and traditional activities to children. W118

Sherry Wang & Lisa
Li Mandarin Reading Club Tuesday G3-G5 20

Students will have the opportunity to read and discuss books, short stories, and other
pieces of writing in Mandarin in order to support the development of their Mandarin
Language.

W409

Kathryn Puckering Picture Book Read Alouds
(a working title) Tuesday K-G2 10 I would love to read a picture book a week to students in K-2 and then do a follow up

activity- directed drawing, writing, comic book drawing. W213

Apple Green Photography Tuesday PK3- K 8

Photography is a fun hubby for kids it capture special moments forever and it has
health and developmental benefits. With this skills students Develop The growth of
visual communication,  Photography offers transferable skills and helps the child
creativity.

W116

Richard Bartlett Creative Writing/Literacy Tuesday G4-G5 10

Writing creatively will let students employ their wildest imaginations while continuing to
learn how to write complete sentences and effective paragraphs. Unlike persuasive
writing, fantasy is front and center. ThIs ASA will teach essential skills to writing
successful fiction and poetry and help students develop creative writing confidence.
Students learn how to write creatively by responding to fun writing prompts, considering
what-if scenarios, and adopting different perspectives.Students will learn skills
associated with creative writing, such as how to develop strong characters.

W308

Adam Yhap Anime Club Thursday G3-G4 10 Will study/watch anime, work on drawing, creating manga, and creating stop motion
videos W317

Agbuya Rose Phonics Fun Thursday Prek - G1 8 Students will practice the letters, sounds, and their correspondence through games
and group activities as a reinforcement of reading concepts. W114

Clare Campbell Creative Expression Thursday PK3- K 8 My plan is to offer an art class / expression class where we could do playdough,
maybe some painting or dancing. W211

Kitty Rani Readers Theatre Thursday G1-G3 10

Readers Theater is a dramatic presentation of a written work in a script form.  Readers
read from a "script" and reading parts are divided among the readers. No
memorization, costumes, blocking, or special lighting is needed. Scripts are held by the
readers. Lines are not memorized. The focus is on reading the text with expressive
voices and gestures. Making comprehending the text meaningful and fun for the
student!

W319

Zach Wittmus Basketball Thursday G4-G5 15 Basketball is one of the most popular and widely viewed sports in the world. Come and
play with us together! Gym B

Emily Charbonneau
& Raquel Casado Cross Country Tuesday G3-G5 15

Cross country running is a sport in which teams and individuals run a race on open-air
courses over natural terrain. The course is both an individual and a team sport,
runners are judged on individual times and a points scoring method for teams. Cross
country running is one of the disciplines under the umbrella sport of athletics, and is a
natural terrain version of long-distance track and road running.
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